small left-wing parties, such as Common
Wealth and the Independent Labour Party,
with some success. Tom Driberg was
elected in Maldon (Essex) as an
independent. He later went on to become a
Labour MP.
People looked ahead to post-war
reconstruction and they wanted no return
to the 1930s, or the broken promises of
‘homes for heroes’ of 1918, which ended
with government cuts and the end to
wartime controls. If planning and public
ownership and control could win the War
then surely they could win the peace. In
the armed forces and on the shop floor
workers were discussing the Beveridge
Report, and the need for a welfare state in
Britain. The War may have been the
catalyst for social change but the roots
were deeper.
In the 1930s dislike of the National
Government’s policies, particularly the
Means Test and high unemployment levels
had led to Labour’s recovery at the polls.
After the expulsion of Ramsay MacDonald
the party had moved to the left under the
leadership of George Lansbury and its
membership rose to half a million. Many
of the policies in the 1945 manifesto had
been adopted in the 1930s, including
substantial amounts of nationalisation of
industries such as mining, and public
utilities. This was accompanied by
campaigns including the Jarrow March of
the unemployed, anti-fascist struggles as at
Cable Street and Aid for Spain
committees. However there was not to be a
general election for ten years from1935 to
1945.
At the Labour Party conference in May
1945 a young delegate from Reading , Ian
Mikardo, successfully moved a resolution
calling for Labour’s manifesto to include ‘
the transfer to public ownership of the
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land, large scale buildings, heavy industry
and all forms of banking, transport, fuel
and power.’ He was criticised by Herbert
Morrison who told him that he had cost
Labour the election. Some Labour leaders
had underestimated the appetite for
political change but it had been understood
by the membership. On issues such as
housing, the welfare state and
nationalisation Labour had captured the
political mood.
The 1945 election campaign itself was in
many areas a stormy affair. Even Churchill
himself was given a rough ride at public
meetings. He hit back at Labour saying
that it would need a ‘Gestapo’ to
implement socialist policies. This
spectacularly backfired. The extent of the
Labour victory however was not predicted.
Opinion polls were regarded as unreliable.
The youth vote both in the armed forces
and the factories was critical as 21% of the
electorate were first time voters, and of
these over 60% voted Labour. The election
was held on July 5th but the result was not
delivered until July 25th. Labour had won
with an overall majority of 146 MPs.
Political change does not occur overnight.
The War had highlighted all that was
rotten with the old regime and there could
be no going back.

National Unemployed Workers Movement
demo in the 1930s. (Hayes Peoples History blog)

William Hudson MP for
Newcastle upon Tyne, 1906–1918
By Jim Cousins (MP for Newcastle upon
Tyne Central 1987-2010)

Walter Hudson was born in the county
town of Richmond, North Yorkshire, in
1852. Both his mother and father died
while he was very young. His extended
family tried to look after him in a time of
declining incomes in agricultural
communities. During hard times, he was
sent to work at the workhouse.
Eventually, at the age of nine, he began
work on a farm.
Railway Worker

By definition, all 29 of the Labour
Members of Parliament elected in 1906
must have been remarkable people. They
brought a new political movement into
existence and maintained their identity in
the complex situation of a Liberal minority
Government from 1910 to 1914 and the
wartime years that followed.
To Walter Hudson, representing
independent interests of working people
against those of business and landlords
was simply a practical necessity. ‘It was
the bread and butter of the people which
they had to protect, and it was becoming
more and more necessary every year to
have legislation to benefit the workers.’
Walter Hudson was not a touchy-feely
politician in the modern style. He did not
justify his views by parading the difficult
personal circumstances of his early life.
But we should be careful not to infer that
he was an emotionally closed-down man in
a now unfashionable 19th style. He would
have expected that ordinary people would
face difficulties in their lives and that they
would have to rely on the solidarity of
their friends and family to face those
difficulties. The need for collective
actions, institutions and services built on
those solidarities was obvious. The cause
of Labour was a fact of life born out of
experience.
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But in the 1860s he got a job working on
the railways, which were being rapidly
expanded. His first job was as a navvy,
which was both heavy and dangerous
work, building the railway infrastructure.
He then graduated to a number of different
jobs; for example under guard, mineralline guard and mainline guard. All of
these required a sense of duty, purpose,
responsibility, and an ability to make
decisions.
Hudson joined his local branch of the
Amalgamated Society of Railway Servants
(ASRS) in Darlington, and later became its
branch secretary. His activities led to him
becoming a full time official in 1898, and
two years later he joined the executive of
the ASRS.
His reputation had grown so much within
the union that, in 1891, he became
President of the ASRS. This was highly
unusual as the tradition was to appoint
someone who was from outside the union.
He remained as President until 1898. He
then resigned his office to take over as the
ASRS Secretary in Ireland, which was
considered to be a difficult task. By 1910,
over 116,000 people who worked on the
railways were members of a union. Two
thirds of these were members of the
ASRS.
When eventually the ASRS joined with the
United Pointsmen and General Railway
Workers Union to form the National
Union of Railwaymen in 1913, Hudson
became one of four Assistant Secretaries.

He continued to serve the union
throughout his parliamentary life.
The economy of the North East grew
rapidly in the years between the late 1860s
and 1914. Better pumping allowed deeper
seams to be worked in the expanding
coalfields. The discovery of iron ore in the
Cleveland Hills led to a cluster of heavy
industries around steel, engineering and
shipbuilding. Both exports and imports of
timber and grain from northern Europe
grew. Not only were there imports of
goods, but also people.
Newcastle Politics
The city of Newcastle was also growing
rapidly. Over 6,000 men were employed in
housing construction. It was the main
centre for the business interests which
dominated the economy of the North East
and the services which supported it.
Dominating this sector was the North
Eastern Railway with its railway works, its
large marshalling yards, and its rail links
to the Quayside docks and shipyards.
The Liberal Party was forced to
acknowledge the growing social and class
divisions in cities like Newcastle. At their
national conference in Newcastle in 1891
they set out the ‘Newcastle Programme’
for state compensation for work related
sickness and accidents, for national
insurance, and pensions. The failure to
carry out the ‘Newcastle Programme’ by
the Liberal Government of 1892 to 1895
was one of the main spurs for independent
Labour representation. It was this cause
that Walter Hudson took up in the ‘railway
servants’ union after 1891. He became a
staunch supporter of independent labour
representation. He spoke in favour of the
need for a voice to ‘raise one common
standard for the cause of labour clear and
distinct from either of the two political
parties’ at the ASRS Conference of 1894.
The Taff Vale Railway judgement of 1901
further prompted the need for independent
Labour political representation. This
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judgement, directed at Hudson’s own
union, made union funds liable for damage
or injury said to be caused by union
representatives.
Hudson’s fellow railwayman, Richard
Bell, had been elected as an MP in 1900
and made Chair of the Labour
Representation Committee in 1902. But
his closeness to the Liberals caused an
increasing criticism of him from Walter
Hudson and others inside the ASRS.
At the conference of the LRC held in
Newcastle in February 1903, Bell was
forced to stand down as Chair. Strong
resolutions for independence were carried.
A Parliamentary Fund for central political
campaigning was set up. It was the
Newcastle Conference that convinced the
Liberals that Labour was a political force
with which they would have to deal. It is
no accident that it was the same city of
Newcastle in which Walter Hudson, the
railway union leader, decided to stand.
It was this powerful, confident, growing
political base that delivered the Labour
nomination for the two member Newcastle
City constituency to Hudson at a mass
selection on Saturday 19 November 1903.
The Conference was held at Lovaine Hall,
St Mary’s Place, Newcastle. (The Lovaine
Hall site is now incorporated into
Northumbria, one of Newcastle’s two
thriving universities.)
Hudson’s selection majority was over a
thousand, demonstrating the enviable scale
of political mobilisation of labour in 1903.
Within days a letter was sent to Ramsay
MacDonald to inform the Labour
Representation Committee of Hudson’s
selection and seeking their endorsement of
him as a Labour Candidate. Interestingly,
a quarter of the women who worked in
Newcastle at the time of Hudson’s
selection were indoor domestic servants:
the Labour Representation Committee
candidates were committed to ‘votes for
women’.

The city of Newcastle had narrowly gone
to the Tories in 1895, because an
Independent Labour Party candidate polled
over 2,000 votes. This cost John Morley, a
leading Liberal, his seat. Morley
afterwards remained hostile to
arrangements with Labour. Newcastle, as
an imperial city with a strong defence
industrial base, went heavily to the Tories
in the ‘khaki’ election of 1900. So
Newcastle was a classic two member city
that was good ground for the MacDonaldGladstone deal of 1903. This allowed the
Liberal candidate to run alongside the
Labour candidate for one of the two seats.
Hudson himself realised the weakness of
the Liberals and the power that unionised
labour was playing. He sturdily
maintained his separateness from the
Liberals. Hudson was ‘refusing to endorse
the Liberal’.
Just as today, in 1906 Hudson’s campaign
was plagued by problems of getting hold
of printed leaflets! ‘The literature famine
is over and I have stopped swearing in
consequence. The fools have been
tumbling into place one after another this
morning, but we are still short of the
quantity ordered; I hope there will be no
need to resume the swearing between now
and the Election’. But it was Walter
Hudson for Labour who topped the poll.
1906 General Election

29 Labour MPs elected in 1906

The success at the 1906 General Election
was down to the ‘strength of Labour in the
city’. Walter Hudson himself was
conscious of the importance of the event.
‘The election was undoubtedly the turning
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in the history of the labour movement’ said
Hudson in a speech his supporters
following the declaration of the result.
He was one of three railwaymen elected in
that election. But 25 directors of railway
companies had seats in either the House of
Commons or Lords. Among them was
Stanley Baldwin MP, director of the Great
Western Railway (GWR), and later a
Conservative Prime Minister.
Following his election, Hudson pursued
his previous interests of railways and
railway safety. This was alongside the
other manifesto commitments of those
Labour Representation Committee
candidates, to ‘one man, one vote’; female
suffrage; old age pensions; housing; land
valuation tax and unemployment.
There was nothing more serious to the
population of today than poverty. Every
worker should have the right to work and
the State should be held responsible for his
right to live decently and honestly. In
sending Labour these things would be
remedied.
Taff Vale Judgement
It was Walter Hudson, as an MP, who set
the new force of Labour on course to
reverse the Taff Vale judgement. He
immediately used the opportunity of a
Private Member’s Bill on 30 March 1906,
to sponsor a Trade Unions and Trade
Disputes Bill. He emphasised that he was
a member of the union against which the
Taff Vale judgement had been made. He
made it clear that he was not a lawyer but
‘he did know what representatives of trade
unions wanted as representatives of
organised workers’. Drawing on his Irish
experience, his Bill covered the rights of
associations to peaceful picketing. This
also covered the organisations of Irish
tenant farmers against the Anglo-Irish
landlords and gave him the support of the
Irish National Party.
In his speech Walter Hudson rightly
referred to the City of Newcastle as ‘one of

the largest industrial constituencies in this
country [which] was the pioneer of trade
organisation’. This debate was a
substantial challenge to the new Liberal
majority in the Commons. The Liberal
Attorney General had indicated he did not
support Hudson’s Bill as Keir Hardie
pointed out in the debate. Hardie urged
the Liberals not to hide behind the House
of Lords. ‘Leave that to the Labour
members’ he said. ‘Whoever came into
conflict with the movement of organised
Labour … would live to rue the day they
ever entered the lists!’ The Liberal Prime
Minister, Campbell Bannerman, then
spoke and urged the House to give
Hudson’s Bill a second reading, promising
that a substantially similar Bill would be
brought forward by the Government.
Hudson’s Bill was carried by a majority of
over 300. It formed the basis of the later
Trade Disputes Act that reversed the Taff
Vale judgement.
Hudson continued to try to further both
railway safety and railway workers rights.
In 1907 he sought an amendment to a
resolution that called for more railway
inspectors. This had been agreed by Bell
and the Liberal Government. Hudson’s
amendment called for a limit on railway
workers’ hours. Later Labour members
voted for this amendment against the
Liberals. This led to a long difficulty
between Bell and Hudson inside the
ASRS. Finally, a row came over Bell’s
favourable attitude to a 1909 North Eastern
Railway Bill which did not concede the
rights of all railway clerks to join a union.
Bell was forced to resign as General
Secretary of the ASRS. This was another
important event in the break with ‘Liberal
Labour’.
Hudson then endeavoured to push the
Railway Office Bill through in 1912. This
dealt with not only office standards, but
also with the idea that nobody under the
age of 18 should work nights, and that
night workers should not work more than 3
years continuously on nights. It also made
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provision for public holidays, time off and
a working week of 42 hours. Although it
failed to become law, many of the ideas in
this bill were taken up in future bills.
He also vigorously pursued safety issues.
He had previously sat on the Royal
Commission on Accidents to Railway
Servants in 1899. This was one of
Hudson’s major causes. Parts of the
recommendation were taken up in the 1900
Railway Employment (Prevention of
Accidents) Act. Many of his parliamentary
questions to Churchill and Tennant (both
President of the Board of Trade) reflect
this concern.
Hudson was concerned about the practical
rights of labour. He asked why inquiries
into accidents to railway men did not take
place in the order in which they had
occurred. He also asked, when
railwaymen were asked to attend the
inquiries, they were only given notice the
night before or the morning of the hearing,
despite the inquiry having been set up
months before.
Licensing Reform
One issue taken up by Walter Hudson has
a very topical note. He had strong views
on alcohol and licensing. In 1907,
alongside others such as Arthur
Henderson, himself a product of the
Newcastle labour movement, he signed up
to ‘The Parliamentary Temperance Party
and Sunday Closing’. He was not only
worried about the effects of alcohol, but
also licensing reform. He was concerned
about the effects of alcohol on both the
workers in pubs and the people who drank
in them. ‘The Brewer is made secure in
his annual licenses and wealth built up on
the degradation of the people.’
Newcastle in Hudson’s day was a city
where many of the original landowners
had tried to restrict alcohol consumption
when housing development took place.
This resulted in legal efforts to stop
licensed premises and off licenses being

built. In April 1907 Hudson raised the
matter of an off-license in West Jesmond.
A house, despite not being granted an offlicence, managed to obtain an excise
licence, and so was selling alcohol. Not
unlike the complaints of today’s Jesmond
residents!
Like many contemporary Labour
politicians, Hudson had an interest in
football. With Arthur Balfour, the former
Conservative Prime Minister, he travelled
to support Newcastle United in the English
FA Cup Final in 1908. Newcastle was
tipped to win, and had even asked if they
could take the team photo with the cup
before the match! Many on Tyneside were
glad this wish was not granted, when
Newcastle were beaten by Wolverhampton
Wanderers. Following the defeat, Hudson
gave a speech and actually congratulated
the Wanderers. Hudson’s generosity was
based on a period of great success by
Newcastle United.
Hudson stood again for Labour in
Newcastle in both elections of 1910.
These were held because of the conflict
between the Liberal Government and the
House of Lords over the passing of the
Finance Bill of 1909. The Bill proposed a
land tax to pay for the Old Age pensions
and other benefits to working people. The
city of Newcastle again played an
important part in these events. Lloyd
George gave three speeches there to mass
meetings where he sought to provoke the
Lords to reject his Budget and make the
case for Lords’ reform.
Hudson received well publicised backing
from local unions during this difficult
time. It showed how highly regarded he
had now become not only as a trade
unionist but as a Member of Parliament.
The Newcastle District Committee of the
Amalgamated Society of Engineers have
adopted the following resolution: That we
urge our members and all other trade
unionists and workers, to vote for Mr
Walter Hudson at the forthcoming election
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for the three following reasons: (1)
Because he, having been a worker himself,
knows their needs. (2) Because his past
record in Parliament shows that he has
looked after their interest and will do so
again if returned. (3) Because his
programme is full of reforms much needed
and desired by workers.
Hudson attacked the House of Lords
vociferously during the election
campaigns.
The fact of the matter is you cannot mend
them, so the only thing to do is end them!
The Lords objected to the pension of five
shillings to the worn-out veteran of
industry of 70 years of age because it
would be degradation. If that is so, the
Lords are past praying for and have been
receiving State pensions all along. I ask
you all to give the Lords an emphatic
answer this time!
Hudson again won both 1910 elections.
‘This result will be written indelibly in the
memory of all who had taken part in this
election as an object lesson of what
collective power could do when it was
properly welded, organised, and
disciplined for a fight to gain right and
justice.’
Labour controversially opposed continuing
support for the War Cabinet in 1918, so
left the wartime Coalition. Hudson
supported this view. ‘Those who broke
the compact were in point of fact, the late
Government, hence it would be illogical
for (the Labour Party) to now bind
themselves to conditions of which they
knew absolutely nothing. They must
continue free and unfettered, they could
not pledge themselves to unformulated and
undefined measures’.
Despite his opposition to the Coalition,
Hudson was given and accepted an OBE
for his services to labour relations on the
railways during the First World War.
When Newcastle City was divided into
single member constituencies in 1918

Hudson stood in Newcastle East. This was
the so called ‘coupon’ general election.
Newcastle East was the location of the
main railway depots and workshops in
Newcastle. During the campaign, Hudson
called for better housing, and employment
for both those on the home front and those
returning from wartime armed service.
‘The most important question at this
juncture is housing, and 1,000,000 cottage
dwellings are required … on
demobilisation and transition if
remunerative employment was not found
immediately full maintenance should be
given to every man, woman and child.’
But he was defeated. Most of my present
constituency formed part of the North
division of Newcastle in 1918. After
Walter Hudson, the part of Newcastle
which was allocated to the North division
never had a Labour representative again
until my own election in 1987. After
Hudson’s parliamentary career, he
continued as Assistant Secretary of the
NUR until he retired from the union in
1923. He then became a JP in the Juvenile
Court, in Lambeth. He died in 1935.
Walter Hudson realised from his early life
that the solidarity of workers and their
families broke down without collective
action, organisation, law, and institutions
were required to protect workers from the
failure of markets, and the power of
landlords, big business and even the
brewers. It was to Parliament he looked
for the laws, and collective institutions that
could give his people protection. Workers
and their families still face the failure of
markets, and the power of great interests.
Walter Hudson’s project is not over.
This article was originally printed in a
collection of biographies of the first 29
Labour MPs published for the centenary of
the Labour Party in 2006. Haworth, A. and
Hayter,D. Men Who Made Labour
(London, 2006).
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The Very Strange Case of Major
Vernon – MP and Spy
By Duncan Bowie
Wilfred Vernon was MP for Dulwich
between 1945 and 1951- the first Labour
candidate to be elected for the
constituency. He was also a Soviet agent,
in that he provided confidential documents
to the Soviets, though he was never
publicly exposed. As far as I am aware
there has only been one published
reference to the story, a paragraph in a
recent academic study of the Attlee
government and the security services by
Dan Lomas, Intelligence, Security and the
Attlee Governments 1945-51. In searching
for information on Vernon, who gets only
passing mentions in books on the post-war
Labour Party, I discovered that four
volumes of MI5 files on Vernon were
publicly available.
Vernon, who was born in October 1882
and was educated at the Stationers’
Company Foundation School in Hornsey
and then at the City and Guilds Technical
College in City Road, London , had
worked in electrical and mechanical
engineering before the First World War.
With the outbreak of war, he joined the
Royal Naval Air Force as an engineering
officer and was apparently involved in the
development of flying boats. He was
promoted to the rank of squadron
commander and was demobilised in 1919
with the rank of Major, a title he used for
the rest of his life. He worked for a private
aircraft company before joining the
inspection department of the Air Ministry
in 1924, then transferring to the Royal
Aircraft Establishment in Farnborough in
1925 as a technical officer grade II until
1937.

Vernon’s Burglary
Vernon appears to have been politically
active from 1921 and was a member of the
League of Nations Union. In 1931 he set
up an informal political study circle in
Farnborough and joined the local Labour
Party and Co-operative Society. The circle
was known colloquially as the ABC club –
‘Anarchists, Bolsheviks and Communists’.
Vernon later became a member of the
Socialist League, an organisation of leftwing Labour Party members initiated by
Stafford Cripps in 1932. He was also
involved in founding self-help groups for
the unemployed in the Farnham area and
wrote a self-published pamphlet on the’
transition to socialism’. His activity clearly
generated opposition from right-wingers
and on 22 August 1937, his house was
burgled, and papers as well as money and
various household items were stolen. The
stolen papers included a pamphlet on
‘Foreign Affairs in Parliament’, published
by the Union for Democratic Control of
Foreign Policy, known as the ‘UDC’ and a
pamphlet on ‘the Communist Party’.
Vernon claimed that the burglars were
fascists, and apparently the burglars had a
fascist flag on their car windscreen. The
burglars claimed that their intention was to
expose Vernon as a ‘prominent
Communist worker’. One of the
defendants, Ford, who was a soldier,
alleged that Vernon had recruited him to
distribute Communist propaganda among
the troops in Aldershot, that he had been
paid for this, and that Vernon had
encouraged him to desert. The head of the
Royal Aircraft Establishment however
considered that the documents revealed in
court showed that Vernon ‘had acted
prejudicial to the service’ and he was
suspended from his job.
When the burglary case came to trial, the
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alleged burglars were represented by Mr
Lawton, who was a parliamentary
candidate for Oswald Mosley’s British
Union of Fascists (BUF). Although
Vernon was the victim of the burglary,
Lawton was able to cross-question Vernon
on his politics and reading material.
Vernon admitted to being active in the
Farnham Labour Party but denied being a
Communist. His reading material included
a number of Left Book Club volumes.
Ford claimed that the purpose of the
burglary was to seize Vernon’s ‘Bolshevist
literature’ and take it to the police station
at Scotland Yard. Ford and his three codefendants were found to be guilty of theft.
However, the stolen papers included some
notes relating to Vernon’s work at the
Royal Aircraft Establishment including a
note on the vulnerability of cities to air
attack, notes on aircraft type and engines,
the accuracy of bomb dropping from a
1934 exercise and notes on different types
of bomb sights. Vernon was then
prosecuted by the Air Ministry under the
Official Secrets Act for ‘retaining
information’ and not taking proper care of
information’. He was defended by D. N.
Pritt, the left-wing lawyer and Labour MP
for Hammersmith North, whose earlier
legal achievements included the defence of
Vietnamese communist, Ho Chi Minh,
from extradition by the French from Hong
Kong. Pritt was known as a leading
‘fellow traveller’ and supporter of Stalin
and Soviet Russia, standing as an
Independent against the official Labour
candidate in 1940 and being expelled from
the Labour Party in 1949. At the trial,
Vernon, who had pleaded guilty, was
convicted on the charges and fined £40.
Vernon was then dismissed from his job.
An appeal for reinstatement by Vernon’s
union, the Institution of Professional Civil
Servants, failed. In rejecting the appeal,
the Government made reference to the

policy of not employing communists in
military facilities, referring to the recent
dismissal of a number of communists from
the Royal Arsenal Dockyard in Woolwich.
The National Council for Civil Liberties
published a pamphlet The Strange Case of
Major Vernon, written by its secretary,
Ronald Kidd, from which much of the
above information is taken. The pamphlet
which included a preface by W. J. Brown,
secretary of the Civil Service Clerical
Association (himself a former Labour MP,
who had then briefly joined Mosley’s New
Party in 1931, before standing as an
Independent candidate) who argued that
Vernon had been dismissed for his
political views, and this was contrary to
the ‘maintenance of the traditions of the
service in respect of political liberty’.
Soviet Spy and MI5
The reference to the Dockyard dismissals
hints that there was more to the story than
the NCCL acknowledged. It is however
perhaps not irrelevant that at the time the
government, police and security services
regarded the NCCL as a communist front
organisation. It was not until 1948 that
MI5 was able to confirm that Vernon’s
storing of technical material at his home
was not just a lapse of procedure. A former
Soviet agent, a naturalised German and
released wartime internee called Ernest
David Weiss, informed the security
services that, using the pseudonym Walter
Lock, he had in 1936 and 1937
collaborated with Vernon, and a
Farnborough colleague, Frederick Stephen
Meredith, to provide this information to a
Soviet agent known as Harry II. Weiss had
photographed the documents before
returning them to Vernon and Meredith.
MI5 files also refer to another intermediary
in the espionage, known as ‘Pauline’, but
identified as Germaine Schneider, who is
recorded in MI5 files as a courier for the
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‘Rote Kapelle’ (Red Orchestra) German
anti-Nazi communist group. The meetings
and the copying of material apparently
happened on a regular basis from May
1936 until shortly after the burglary. After
the conviction and losing his job, Vernon
was in difficult financial circumstances
and had asked Weiss for assistance, at
which point he was paid £50. This would
imply that there were no earlier payments
and that Vernon had previously supplied
the material for reasons of political
conviction, as he was later to assert. Weiss
claimed that he had no further contact with
Vernon after late 1937.The documents
copied include blueprints of the AvroAnson aircraft and notes on its
performance. On being interviewed in
1952 by MI5’s top interrogator, Jim
Skardon, (who had interrogated atom spy
Klaus Fuchs and the Cambridge spy ring
members, Philby, Blunt and Cairncross),
Vernon admitted to having spied for
Soviet Russia in 1936 and 1937, having
been recruited by Meredith arguing that
while he was not a Communist, he had
many friends who were and that at the time
of the Popular Front ( the campaign that
left wingers should collaborate with
communists) he felt entitled to take the
action he did as the then government was
acting ‘ in a way inimical to the country’s
interests’. MI5 failed to discover the
identity of Harry II, though he was
evidently not English as he had a strong
foreign accent. Weiss said he had first met
Harry II in Switzerland in autumn 1935.
Weiss would take the collected
information to Harry II in Paris, the last
meeting being in July 1937. Meredith said
he had met Harry II in Dublin in 1935, and
that Harry II had introduced him to Weiss
in the spring of 1936.
Meredith had had an MI5 file since 1926,
when he had been active in the General

Strike. He was known as a left-wing
agitator and one of a group of Soviet
sympathisers at Farnborough. Recorded as
having communicated with the Communist
Morning Star (Daily Worker) newspaper,
he was not thought to be a Communist
Party member, although known for his
‘revolutionary talk’. He had left the
Farnborough establishment in 1938 and
had become chief designer at Smith’s
Aircraft Instruments in Cricklewood. He
was known for communist sympathies,
and was closely monitored by MI5 who
were concerned that he might be involved
in espionage role.
In March 1939, Vernon was secretary of
the Eastern Counties Food Ship for Spain
campaign, based in Cambridge, and giving
lectures to Left Book Clubs around the
country. In January 1940, MI5 recorded
that he was having lunch in Kensington
with Ivan Popov, the second secretary of
the Russian embassy. It was noted that he
spoke Russian. A warrant to intercept his
post was obtained - at the time he was
living at The Hollies, Holly Park Crouch
End. In March 1940, Lewisham police
passed to special branch a report by
Inspector Taylor on communists in Brixton
and East Dulwich, naming Vernon as
organiser of communist meetings in
Beechdale Road, Brixton. Vernon was
recorded as living at Pembroke Villas,
Pembroke Square, SW8. His colleagues
were G.Henderson of 9 Fairmount Road,
Brixton and L Peck of 112 Christchurch
Road, Brixton, both of whom worked for
the East Dulwich branch of the London
and Manchester Assurance Company at 4
Melbourne Grove, East Dulwich. Len Peck
was a member of the London Trades
Council and a playwright, having written
plays on the Means Test and the Chartist
movement.
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Home Guard
With the start of war, Vernon had
attempted to rejoin the RAF, but this was
blocked given his previous conviction.
However in July 1940, Vernon joined the
‘unofficial’ Home Guard school at
Osterley Park, where he was a colleague of
Tom Wintringham, former leading
Communist and later a co-leader of the
Christian socialist Common Wealth Party,
initiated by the former Liberal MP,
Richard Acland. Hugh Purcell’s biography
of Wintringham, The Last English
Revolutionary, refers to Vernon as a
‘mixer of Molotov cocktails, inventor of
new bombs and rather mad’.

Vernon’s group apparently involved a
group of ‘Basque bombers’.Wintringham
having fought on the Republican side in
the Spanish Civil War as the first
commander of the International Brigade.
Vernon was featured in an article on the
school in Picture Post in September 1940.
The coverage led to a Mr Laurie in
Northampton recognising Vernon and

reporting to the police a conversation he
had had with Vernon before the war on
obtaining false passports, which suggested
that Vernon had been in breach of the
Official Secrets Act.
The Osterley Park School was closed in
Spring 1941. In March Wintringham had
written to the left-wing Labour MP,
George Strauss, suggesting ranks for his
staff members, including the rank of Major
for Vernon and his colleague Hugh Slater
(another International Brigade veteran) and
Lieutenant colonel for himself. After an
extensive investigation, it was decided that
Wintringham, Slater and Vernon should
not be given commissions, in Vernon’s
case because of his past record. Vernon
then apparently moved with Wintringham
to the Home Guard school in Dorking. By
1944, Vernon was living in Southsea,
Portsmouth, where he was a tutor for the
Workers Education Association and the
regional committee for Adult Education in
the Armed Forces. His subjects included
popular science, elements of chemistry,
geology, astronomy, aeroplane design,
flying boats, the ‘world today’, European
countries, India, China, the Versailles
treaty and the Beveridge report. Vernon’s
certificate for lecturing in army education
was cancelled on security grounds. Vernon
appealed to the Labour MP, Leslie Haden
Guest, but without success.
Parliamentary Candidate and MP for
Dulwich
Vernon was in Southsea when he was
contacted by Bertha Clark from Dulwich,
which may have related to an invitation to
be selected as Labour parliamentary
candidate for Dulwich. In the election of
1945, Vernon defeated the sitting
Conservative MP, Sir Bracewell Smith,
with a narrow majority of 211. Labour had
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not previously won the seat and it is likely
that Vernon had not actually expected to
be elected.
Vernon appears to have had a fairly low
profile in Parliament. Hansard has very
few references to any substantial
interventions. Vernon’s maiden speech on
25 November 1945 was on world
government and support for the United
Nations, though he also argued the case for
more aerodromes and retraining bombers
and fighters to join a world police force, as
with world government there would be no
need for bombers and fighters. He also
suggested that to protect industry and
population from attack, both people and
industry should be dispersed as widely as
possible, suggesting they should be located
underground beneath concrete shelters. He
went on to suggest that “ Not only must we
think of moving this House to some other
part of England, which is not good enough
but we have to consider the headquarters
of our Empire being moved to some place
as safe as it possibly can be. I should think
of Northern Rhodesia or Tanganyika, or
Arctic Canada, as sensible and suitable
places for the centre of the British
Empire.” This must have been one of the
most curious maiden speeches given.
Vernon also made a speech on defence
policy which appears to have opposed
increased British defence expenditure
while supporting a UN army, so long as
that was supported by all the Great
Powers. On one occasion he spoke up to
support Mao Tse Tung, who was fighting a
civil war with Chiang Kai Shek’s
nationalists, apparently the only MP to do
so. Vernon claimed that "the Chinese
government are running one of the most
ruthless and cruel police states in
existence," and called for Britain to adopt
"a policy of friendship and trade with the

liberated areas" under Communist control.
The MI5 files have records of his contacts
with Jack Chen and Raymond Wong, who
were Chinese communists based in
London at the New China News Agency.
Vernon was a member of the
Parliamentary Far East Committee.
Vernon was a member of the group of leftwing MPs who opposed Ernest Bevin’s
foreign policy. He came to public attention
in April 1948 when he signed the Nenni
telegram, supporting the Italian socialist
Nenni who collaborated with the Italian
communists. A number of the members of
the group, including John Platts Mills,
were expelled from the Labour Party,
though Vernon was not, which implies that
he signed the required undertaking to
desist from such conduct in the future.
The Dulwich Labour Party supported
Vernon, the chairman C. L. Allen
commenting that “we will back Major
Vernon in whatever course of action he
takes. We know he holds strong left-wing
views”. Vernon was also a member of the
Anglo-Russian Parliamentary Committee.
He had apparently visited Russia in 1935,
though he claimed also to have attended
the Berlin Olympics in 1936. In 1947, he
was noted by MI5 to be giving support to
the Camberwell branch of the Communist
Party, having agreed with the Communist
Party’s criticism of the Labour
government’s position on the Greek civil
war, where Bevin was supporting the
royalists against the communists. Vernon
was also recorded as opposing the security
components of the Atomic Energy Bill in
August 1946 and he had voted against the
government on the issue of conscription in
November 1946. MI5 was clearly closely
following Vernon’s political activity, both
within and outside Parliament.
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MI5 Files on Vernon
The released MI5 files on Vernon start in
1938. However, the first released file is
marked as Volume 9. The four volumes
released include over 400 pages of
documents, with the last entry being in
1952. The files however do refer to earlier
material implication that there is
significant unreleased material.
Presumably much of this relates to the
1937 burglary and Official Secrets Act
trial and it appears that MI5 had been
following Vernon since as early as 1934.
Much of the material in the released files
refers to Vernon as having committed
espionage which implies that the security
services were aware that Vernon’s keeping
of confidential documents at home was
more than just a procedural breach. One
later file note records that he had been
known to be involved in communist
meetings and subversion as early as 1934.
This makes it all the more curious that the
security services did not actually
interrogate Vernon until after the
information received from Weiss in 1948.
In October 1948, Attlee as Prime Minister
was informed of Vernon’s espionage
activity. Attlee was reported as being
surprised and shocked. He however
decided that action should not be taken
against Vernon, and that he should not be
interrogated, given he was a sitting MP.
Vernon was therefore not interviewed by
MI5 until 1952, when this restriction no
longer applied. Meredith was however
interviewed in January 1949 by Inspector
Skardon. In the interview he was pressed
for information on Weiss and curiously
also on Dorothy Woodman, the Union for
Democratic Control secretary and partner
of New Statesman editor, Kingsley Amis.
Meredith was clearly concerned that the
government was trying to incriminate

Vernon as part of a strategy of getting rid
of ‘fellow-travelling’ MPs, some of whom
had already been expelled from the Labour
Party following the Nenni telegram
incident.
MI5 continued to monitor Vernon after he
lost his parliamentary seat in the October
1951 general election. This was primarily
because of his membership of the
executive committee of the Association of
Scientific Workers. Vernon was a member
of the union’s Atomic Science committee.
Vernon also seems to have been in contact,
either directly or indirectly, with Peter
Kerrigan, the Communist Party industrial
organiser. The union secretary till 1951
was the communist Ted Ainley, who on
retiring from the union position on the
grounds of ill health, chaired the
Communist Party’s economic committee.
Vernon was in touch with Ainley about
organising against a planned Atom Bomb
exercise to be held in Camberwell. MI5
therefore put a tap on Vernon’s phone – at
that time he was living at 64 Kingshall
Road, Beckenham.
Vernon continued to be politically active
after losing his parliamentary seat. He was
a member of Camberwell Borough
Council and in 1952 was elected as
member for Dulwich on the London
County Council, serving until 1955. He
was also involved in the designer Marcus
Brumwell’s progressive scientists’
discussion group which helped to develop
a Labour Party science policy, which was
adopted by Harold Wilson’s ‘white heat of
technology’ campaign. The group
involved progressive scientists such as the
biologist (and former communist) J. D.
Bernal and the physicist Patrick Blackett.
He was also asked to join a progressive
discussion group on British foreign policy
with the development economist Doreen
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Warriner and Will Warbey, the former and
future Labour MP who was to be a leading
opponent of British support for the
American intervention in Vietnam.
Vernon’s wife was a magistrate.
In one of Skardon’s debriefs of his first
interrogation of Vernon, the following was
recorded that:
“ I gained the impression that VERNON is
a straightforward and upright person
according to the dictates of his own
conscience. I think it is unlikely that he
would be guilty of any petty meanness,
and there is a simplicity about him which
may have led MEREDITH to describe him
as ‘Christ-like’. He is, I should say, a man
of moderate education and not particularly
intelligent. He has probably been a pretty
honest though not very brilliant Member
of Parliament. “
It was however decided by MI5 that
Vernon should not be exposed. Vernon
was viewed as being a sincere supporter of
the Labour Party, and presumably no
longer a threat to national security. It was
therefore decided to ‘let sleeping dogs lie’.
The last time the file was read was March
1975, at which point the file was closed
and franked as historical.
Vernon died in Bristol in 1975 at the age
of 93.
Election results Dulwich 1945

Wilfred Vernon
(Labour)
Bracewell Smith
(Conservative)
John Peter James
Ellis (Liberal)

10,266
10,055
3,287

Walsall Anarchists’ Trial 1892
By Richard Gorton
During the late nineteenth century Britain
provided a refuge for many continental
socialists and revolutionaries who had fled
from arrest and prosecution. Unlike their
counterparts in Russia and Germany, it
was thought that the British police did not
routinely harass left-wing activists. In
January 1892, a case occurred in the Black
Country town of Walsall which suggests
that reputation for political tolerance
enjoyed by the British authorities was not
entirely deserved. In that year, six
anarchists associated with the Socialist
League were arrested for conspiring ‘to
cause by an explosive substance an
explosion in the United Kingdom of a
nature likely to endanger life’. The arrest
and trial of the Walsall Anarchists seem to
belong to the pages of Joseph Conrad’s
novel the Secret Agent. The verdicts were
real enough. Four of the six accused were
convicted and served prison sentences
ranging from five to ten years.

Over a century later the trial and
conviction of the Walsall Anarchists still
raise disturbing questions. Were the
convicted the victims of an agent
provocateur who enticed them into a
criminal conspiracy? Did the police and
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the Home Office deliberately suppress
evidence that would have shown the ‘plot’
to be instigated by an informant? To what
extent was the prosecution of the
anarchists an attempt by the British
authorities to discredit and silence a
militant branch of the Socialist League?
Walsall Branch of the Socialist League
Events in Walsall during January 1892 had
serious political consequences. The arrest,
prosecution and conviction of the Walsall
anarchists played a part in the collapse of
the Socialist League, which had been
formed by William Morris and Eleanor
Marx in 1884. For some members of the
British Left, the Walsall case provided an
opportunity to dissociate themselves from
the use of violence for political ends. An
editorial published in the Clarion on 16
January 1892, just before the Walsall
anarchists were tried and convicted,
declared ‘that modern English socialism is
not a violent revolutionary movement
….... English socialism today has nothing
to say to barricades and dynamite’.
Divisions within the national leadership of
the Social Democratic Federation (SDF)
persuaded William Morris and Eleanor
Marx to break with the SDF and form the
Socialist League. After a slow start in the
West Midlands, the League, with its
uncompromising socialist message, began
to collect sizeable audiences at its
meetings. From the first Walsall was the
most receptive Black Country location for
the League. A.K. Donald, one of the
League’s national officers, presided over
the inaugural meeting of the Walsall
Branch of the Socialist League in June
1887. In his report of the League’s
activities in the Black Country, Donald
recognised the strength and militancy of
the Walsall Branch and observed that
“Walsall has carried out big propaganda
during the past three months”. The ‘big

propaganda’ referred to in Donald’s report
was largely conducted by Hayden
Saunders and Joseph Deakin. Saunders has
the distinction of being one of the first
socialists in the Black Country to serve on
a local authority when he was elected to
Walsall Borough Council. Deakin, on the
other hand, was implicated in the ‘Walsall
Anarchists’ Plot’ and spent five years in
prison.
From the outset infighting and disputes
impeded the national progress of the
Socialist League. At first William Morris
sided with the anarchist element within the
League. Eleanor Marx, unable to support a
resolution which would absent the League
from parliamentary action, resigned in
May 1888. As the influence of the
anarchists increased, Morris’s authority
declined. By 1890 the League’s journal,
the Commonweal, was firmly in the hands
of the anarchist faction. Denied control of
Commonweal, Morris left the Socialist
League. In Walsall, the Socialist League
survived the split with William Morris and
was firmly committed to revolutionary
socialism.
With its reputation as a champion of
militant socialism, the Walsall Branch
attracted revolutionaries from outside the
West Midlands who were seeking work
and accommodation. During the summer
of 1891, Frederick Charles, a former
national secretary of the Socialist League,
arrived in Walsall looking for work.
Frederick Charles was followed by two
anarchist exiles: Victor Cailes and George
Laplace. Both Cailes and Laplace had been
sent from London to Walsall by Auguste
Coulon, Secretary of the International
Socialist School, and a leading member of
the Socialist League. Laplace soon left
Walsall, but Cailes found work and stayed.
Sometime during August 1891, Joseph
Deakin, Secretary of the Walsall Socialist
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Club and a founder member of the Walsall
Branch of the Socialist League, met
Auguste Coulon in an anarchist club in
London. Coulon asked after Frederick
Charles and on being told that Charles was
working in an iron foundry, Coulon was
alleged to have remarked ‘oh, he will do to
make bombs for us’. Two months after this
meeting, Victor Cailes received a letter
written in French signed ‘Degnai’;
included in the letter was a sketch showing
how to construct a bomb. Cailes passed the
letter to Joseph Deakin and Frederick
Charles and then contacted Auguste
Coulon, who verified its authenticity.
According to the prosecution, Charles and
Deakin enlisted the help of two other
members of the Walsall Socialist League,
William Ditchfield and John Westley, to
manufacture a bomb.
During December 1891, Coulon sent John
Battolla, an Italian anarchist, to check
whether the Walsall group had made any
progress in assembling a bomb. Battolla’s
visit seems to have coincided with police
surveillance of Walsall Socialist Club.
Several members complained of spies and
informers in the vicinity of the Club. No
action was taken by the authorities until
early January 1892, when Joseph Deakin
travelled to London. On his arrival in the
city, Deakin was arrested by Inspector
Melville of the CID. No explosive was
found in Deakin’s luggage: only a bottle of
chloroform. Other arrests quickly
followed. On 7 January 1892, Charles,
Cailes, Battolla, Westley and Ditchfield
were taken into police custody. No arrest
warrant seems to have been issued for
Auguste Coulon.
Under interrogation Joseph Deakin
confessed to assembling a bomb but
claimed that the device would not have
been used in Britain. While in custody the
accused men complained of ill treatment.

After an interrogation lasting some two
weeks, the six anarchists were charged
under the 1883 Explosives Act.

1986 confirmed that Coulon had acted as a
police spy but denied that he had instigated
a plot to ensnare the Walsall anarchists.

Trial

A second feature of the trial that provoked
criticism was the stress placed by the
prosecution on the anarchist literature held
by the accused. When passing sentence,
Mr Justice Hawkins claimed that the
political views held by the defendants had
not influenced the outcome of the trial. It
is difficult, however, to reconcile the
judge’s comments with the behaviour of
the prosecuting council, who cited the
anarchist literature found on the accused as
evidence that the defendants would use
violence to advance their political aims.
During the trial, the prosecution offered no
evidence which connected the Walsall
anarchists with any plan to discharge an
explosion. It seems that the accused were
punished for their political views.

The trial began on 30 March 1892 at
Stafford assizes. Throughout the trial the
defence council argued that the accused
had been enticed by Auguste Coulon to
take part in a conspiracy that had been
fabricated by the authorities to silence a
group of anarchist agitators. Coulon, the
defence council maintained, was a police
spy and an informer. Under crossexamination, Inspector Melville admitted
using paid spies and informers to infiltrate
socialist and anarchist groups but argued
that it would not be in the public interest if
Coulon’s relationship with the police was
exposed during the trial. Throughout the
trial the burden of proof seemed to be on
the defence rather than the prosecution.
The presiding Judge, Mr Justice Hawkins,
accepted Melville’s ‘public interest’
argument and ruled that Melville was not
obliged to answer questions on whether
Coulon had been paid by the police to
draw the six anarchists into a conspiracy to
manufacture explosives. The ruling by Mr
Justice Hawkins ensured that Coulon’s
role in the arrest and prosecution of the
anarchists was not examined. In view of
testimony given by the accused that it was
Coulon who had suggested to the Walsall
group they assemble a bomb and had also
verified the authenticity of the letter and
sketch from ‘Degnai’, why hadn’t Coulon
been arrested? It seems likely that Coulon
escaped prosecution because he had
deliberately drawn the Walsall anarchists
into a conspiracy to manufacture a bomb.
Allegations by the defence that Coulon
was a police agent were substantiated three
years later when a retired detective,
McIntyre, exposed Coulon as a police
informer. Home Office papers released in
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Charles, Cailes and Battolla were
sentenced to ten years imprisonment,
Joseph Deakin was given five years,
Westley and Ditchfield were found not
guilty. Within the Socialist League the
verdicts provoked outrage. David Nicoll,
the editor of the Commonweal, referred to
Mr Justice Hawkins as ‘Hangman
Hawkins’ and described Inspector Melville
as ‘the spy Melville who sets his agents to
concoct the plots which he discovers’.
Nicoll concluded his article by asking ‘are
these men fit to live?’ Nicoll’s words
resulted in his arrest, prosecution, and
conviction for incitement to murder.
The British Left and Anarchism
Clarion, the leading socialist newspaper of
the 1890s, did not share Nicoll’s outrage
over the conviction of the four anarchists.
In condemning the actions of the Walsall
anarchists, the Clarion drew a sharp
distinction between the conspiratorial path
to socialism allegedly adopted by the
Walsall group and the constitutional route

followed by the mainstream British Left.
In its response to the Walsall case, the
Clarion appeared to believe that anarchist
activity in Britain was conducted by
foreigners and refugees:

eventually became Head of the British
Secret Service Bureau, in effect Britain’s
spymaster general.

For there are foreigners, it seems

Book Reviews

And Anarchists – may be,
Who merely hatch their violent schemes
For export, don’t you see?
And as we open wide our doors
To all who lift the latch,
Those Anarchists, from foreign shores,
Come here their plots to hatch
Overlooking the fact that four of the six
defendants were British, the Clarion saw
the trial as evidence that anarchism was an
imported creed. In fact, much of the leftwing press had little sympathy for the
Walsall anarchists. During the trial only
Edward Carpenter and Reynolds’
Newspaper defended the accused.
While the Walsall group did not present a
serious threat to the security of the British
Empire, Deakin and his comrades had
shown that in the industrial heartland of
the West Midlands, an audience existed for
anarchist agitation and propaganda. The
Walsall case allowed the authorities to
discredit and remove political opponents
of the British state. In the short-term the
judiciary and the police broke the Socialist
League. Hardship and persecution often
strengthen political convictions. Joseph
Deakin served five years in prison. This
experience did not erode his socialist faith.
On his release, Deakin returned to Walsall
and became a leading member of the
British Socialist Party and President of the
Town’s Trades Council. Denounced as a
police spy by his comrades, Coulon was
expelled from the Socialist League. He
died in Wandsworth Workhouse in 1923
aged seventy-eight. Inspector Melville
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Reading Labour 100: the Centenary of
the Labour Party in Reading 1918-2018
by John S.Partington, published by
Reading Trades Union Council, 2019
Reviewed by Barbara Humphries
This booklet was published to
commemorate the centenary of Reading
Labour Party in 2018.The labour
movement in Reading had roots both in the
town and in rural Berkshire. In 1830 the
Swing riots swept across Berkshire and a
local leader William Winterbourne was
hanged in Berkshire County Gaol in 1831.
An annual commemorative gathering takes
place at his grave at St Mary’s Church in
the village of Kintbury. Lorenzo Quelch
(brother of Harry Quelch of the Social
Democratic Federation) became secretary
of the Berkshire branch of the English
Land Restoration League and an organiser
for the Berkshire Agricultural and General
Workers Union. Harry himself contested a
by-election in 1898 in Reading as a
socialist candidate, but he only received
270 votes.
Reading’s main employer was the biscuit
factory Huntley and Palmer. This was to
become a strong-hold for the National
Union of General Workers. The Reading
branch was its largest in the country at the
time. There were strikes by the mainly
women workforce in 1911 and 1916. The
Reading Industrial Co-operative Society
was set up in 1896 by engineering
workers. Reading Labour Party was
founded in 1918 by the trades council,
trades unions and socialist societies. It had
been pre-dated by a branch of the Social

Democratic Federation with over 200
members at its peak in 1900. Between
1925 and 1929 Reading Labour Party was
to become the second largest in the
country after Woolwich. It published a
newspaper called the Reading Citizen.
This short history is a welcome insight into
Reading labour politics. Much of the book
contains photographs of more recent
events and campaigns – against increases
in rail fares, and support for staff taking
industrial action over their pensions at
Reading University.

Labour History Online
The lockdown as a result of the
coronavirus crisis led to many annual
conferences and festivals being cancelled
this year. Museums, libraries and archives
were closed. However there were
opportunities for organisations to stage
events online using Zoom and YouTube.
There were also online exhibitions. An
opportunity was taken to reach larger
audiences than before.

The Working Class Movement Library
in Salford hosted a series of online
seminars which were later made available
on YouTube. These included talks on the
women’s trades union organiser Mary
Macarthur, the sometimes fractious
relationship between the women’s suffrage
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movement and the labour movement, the
history of May Day and Tom Paine. These
can still be accessed from the Library’s
web site.
https://www.wcml.org.uk/ourcollections/wcml-resources-to-use-fromhome/
For talks on Youtube
www.youtube.com/wcmlibrary:

The People’s History Museum in
Manchester offered an online exhibition of
some of its treasures. These included
mementoes of the strikes by Asian women
at Grunwicks and women at Fords in
Dagenham, a suffragette banner and a cane
carried by a demonstrator at Peterloo.
https://phm.org.uk/collections/ten-treasures/

Festivals were also organised online. The
annual commemoration of the Levellers at
Burford was this year made into a film on
YouTube and is available from its
Facebook page.
https://www.facebook.com/levellersday/post
s/10158163748954360

The Durham Miners Gala and Tolpuddle
were also online events.

Black Lives in Labour History

Syd Bidwell Autobiography

Earlier editions of Labour Heritage have
carried articles on black labour movement
activists. These are available from our web
page http://www.labour-heritage.com/

Labour Heritage is delighted to announce
the publication of the autobiography of
Syd Bidwell.

These include: William Miller mayor of
Plymouth (Autumn 2002), Jimmy Moses,
Plymouth councillor (Spring 2007) and
William Cuffay – book review (Autumn
2007). Additionally the bulletin has carried
articles on Indian independence, black
communities such as Southall, the struggle
against slavery and colonialism in Kenya,
including reports of our events.
William Miller: Black Activist in the
Plymouth Labour Party from the early
1920s to 1970
This biographical sketch by Jonathan
Wood, published in 2006 by Labour
Heritage, challenges the common
misconception that Black and Asian
people played no active part in life in
Britain before the Second World War.
William Miller was a leading member of
Plymouth council for over 40 years; he
was a key figure on the Reconstruction
Committee charged with rebuilding the
town after the devastating bombing of the
Second World War, and became Deputy
Lord Mayor in 1962. His grandfather was
a slave who was granted his freedom at a
church mission in Sierra Leone; his father
found work on a British ship and came to
England where he married and settled in
Stonehouse, nearby to Plymouth. His son
Claude Miller was a Labour and Cooperative councillor on Devon County
Council from 1981 and became Lord
Mayor of Plymouth in 2004 at the age of
89.
(Reviewed in the 2006 Labour Heritage
bulletin)
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Syd Bidwell was the MP for Southall
1966-1992. He died in 1997. Last year his
son came across an autobiography which
Syd had intended for publication but did
not finish before he died. It therefore
comes to an end in 1976. However there is
much about his early life as a railway
worker in Southall during World War 2
including his trades union activities. He
was very interested in political education
and became a lecturer for the National
Council of Labour Colleges. He was
elected as MP for Southall in 1966 and
stood up for the growing Asian community
in the constituency. For this he and his
family faced attacks from racist
organisations. All of this is related in his
own words in his book A Tale To Tell.
A Tale to Tell is available from Labour
Heritage at £5 per copy, Post-free.
Please contact us at:
labourheritage45@btinternet.com

